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NOTATION. 

d __ diameter of the snow grains 

h thfckness of the· water saturated. layer' 

hi thic.kness of the semipermeable layer 

h0 maximum value of h 

H thickness of the snowpack 

H~' _ thickness of a single layer of the snowpack 

j the jth layer 

I- volume flux above a layer, dimensions of length per unit time 

k permeability, dimensions of length squared 

k i permeability of the semipermeable layer 

s 
s 

-+ 

s 

S* 

s 

permeability of the jth layer 

permeability of the snow 

one-half of the length of a se-mipermeable layer 

total discharge through a dra.in 

rargest pore size in the fine-textured or semipermeable layer

largest pore siz_e in the coarse-textl1red layer 

maximum volume of water stored above an ice layer 

larger value of S-* at a shock at some time 

smallel' value of S* at a shock at some time 

w 

effective water saturation (Sw - Swi)l(l- Swi) 

water saturation (water ·volume/pore volume) 
i 

s . irreducible value of water ~aturation 
Wl i 

time 

t j time required for a value of S* to propagate across the jth layer 

u volume flux along an ice l~yer, dimensions of length per unit time 

V volume of water impounded: above an ice layer 

wi volume flux through a satu~ated layer between drains 

W total flow through a saturated layer between drains 

x coordinate along layer 

z vertical coordinate 



NOTATION (Cont'd) 

a a constant, 5.47 x 106 m s--l 

0 slope of a semipermeable layer 

e position of a shock front at some time 

p density 

cp porosity, pore volume/total volume 

effective porosity, (1--Swi)¢ 

pmosity of the jth layer 

¢
8 

porosity of the snow 

v 



Introduction 

EFFECTS OF STRATlGRAPH,IC L-AYERS ON 
WATER FLOW THROUGH SNOW 

Samuel e. Colbeck 

Interest ~n the study of water flow through snow has recently intensified. The runoff from snow 
and the physical characteristics of snow have been observedfor many years btit nnly -recently 'have 
efforts been made to predict .either the ~movement of water within snow or the interaction between 
snow ·and water. In this paper the effects of layered structures on the flow of water through snow 
are discussed. While drainage channels of coarse grains and high permeability also affect the flow 
·of water through snowpacks, the effects of stratigraphic layers are sufficiently complicated tore-
quire this separate investigation. First, water flow throughiayers -of different textures is analyzed. 
Next, flow past semipermeable layers is analyzed in four :cases: 

L Water flow to .distinct -drains 

2. Saturated' flow thrm~gh layers of very low permeability 

3. Simultaneous flow through drains and direct ·seepage through the layers 

4. Simultaneous flow past sloping layers. 

The nonhomogeneous nature of snowpacks and the rapid change of the structural features -in 
time ·and space-has been well established. A .satisfactory understanding of the effects of inhomo
geneous features is impeded by a lack ·of detailed and quantitative observatfons of their physical 
characteristics; hence a new generation of observations is needed. Although the effects of snow 
layer.s on water flow through snow cannot be completely evaluated until further experimental 
evidence is gathered, a theoreticitl basis for understanding their effects is given here. 

Review of observations 

Using common dye-tracing techniques, Gerdel (1948a) observed the 1mpounding cQf water ab9ve 
ice layers and the development of drainage channels of increased permeability. Gerdel worked with 
seasonal snowpacks in the mountains, where such features are especially well developed; -however, 
they are not unique to those env:ironments. · Sharp-(1951a} described similar features in the firn of 
the Seward Glacier, and Hughes and Seligman (1939) reported their existence in the snow of the 
Great Aletsch -Glacier. 

More recently Wakahama and others (1968) described the features of a textured snowpack in
cluding the increased water -saturation due to capillary effects at snow surfaces and the interfaces 
between layers of different texture. ·Langham (1971) developed a technique for tracing the flow of 
water through snowpacks without disturbing the surface now. His observations clearly show the 
influence of semipermeable layers on shallow seasonal snowpacks. Flow through these layers 
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appears. to occur at discrete drains with spacings as close as every few tens of millimeters. When 
close spacings occur the layers have little effect on the flow of water except that some water re 3 

tention could occur because of the capillary effecL Gerdel (1954), in referring to these layers as 
well-consolidated crusts, stated that "storage capacity is of a transient nature since the ice planes 
in wet snow rapidly disintegrate.'' In a later section the impounding and storing of water by these 
layers is described in terms of their physical characteristics. 

Review of theory 

Colbeck (1972) applied the theory of noncapillary, gravity drainage to snow, treating the snow 
as homogeneous. Sharp's (1951b) observations on the movement of diurnal waves of meltwater 
through the Seward Glacier firn were used as a basis for comparison between theory and experiment. 
The speed of propagation, magnitude. and shape of thes~ .waves were closely approximated by the 
waveforms calculated using the theory From the speed of propagation of the waves the ''effective 
permeability .. of the firn was calculated as about one~half of the permeability measuredjn a laborao 
tory (Kuroiwa 1968) on snow samples of similar density .. The apparent decrease in permeability was 
at_tribtited to the presence of strati:graphic_ layers of' reduced permeability. The th~ory was c·apable 
o'rmaking accurate 'predictions of the movement of meltwater through snow if averaged parameters 
wer~ ti~ed ·~iHi the measurements 'were made. oq a larger scale than the StructUral features Of the SllOW .. 

Clearly the accuracy of the predi~t1ons de~reases With increasing size of these features' suggesting 
that a· more detailed ~xamination of these structural features is needed . 

. The equation describing the thickness h of the saturated layer over. a sloping boundary. is 
(Colbeck in press b): 

El) 

For a horizontal layer (0 cc 0) where the vertical influx I is zero and steady flow occurs, the thickness 
of the saturated layer assumes a parabolic profile (Polubarinova-Kochina 1962, p. 407). ·'Langham 
(unpublished) applied this solution to the unsteady flow .of \Vater along an ice la:yer in snow with in
flux/ along the layc1 .. As Langham noted. some_ of the boundary conditions are contradictory and the 
W<J.,ter flux along the layer does not·inqre~se wJth distance as required where influx I is .nonzero. 
When di·ains occur at regular spacings of 6 m, Langham predicted that. delays. of several. hours would 
be caused in runoff. Another analysis; of flow to drainsin snow is give11later and a general review 
of flow to drains· is given by Bear anQ.~others (1968,. p. 205). . 

I . 

Water flow through textured layers 

From his. observations in the, Sier~a Mountains of California, GerdeL(t948b) concluded that 
_: .horizoils of increased strength and density are common but layers of vitreous ice are rare. These 

horizons disaggregate qui.ckly when heavy melting occur~; hence the S,ierra snowpack is layered but 
has few impermeable horizons dur~ng iptense meltipg.. Where pore sizes are sufficiently .large the, 
dominant mode of flow is unsatmated (low through each: layer; how,ever. saturated conditions. can . 
occur with abrupt changes in grain siz~ or density. It seems unlikely that the .Presence of a zone; of 
satm~tion at the base of a fine-textured layer could cause a significant distortion of the t1ow field 
althot~gh the 'presen6e ~f a saturated layer may ~ause ~orne distortionciuring·the pas.sage 'ofmelt
wat.er w~·~es at an air; snow ·interface .(C~lbeck ip:p.re.ss a). The thickness of the water-saturated 
iayer ·can be cornputed from the: difference between the· air e'ntry values for two layei's (Beat' 'ahci .. , 
otl;ers 1~68. p. 48). At equilibrium, · . · .. · · 

,',;' 
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Coarse -Textured 
.. , Layer 

Coarse-Textured . 

Loyer 

z 

Figure 1. ldealiz~d view. of- the propagation_ of·; . 
values of S* from the surface of a snowpack "· 
through layers of .varying texture. The va1ue 
originating at 1200h is larger in magnitude than 

the one originating at 1600h. 

h = 15.4 ( ~- :. ) (mm) 

.... ; 

:··, .· 

~.' .. ~ 

. . ·.. . . ~ ~· 

(2) 

') ; .. 

where .R .and R•-are the largest :pore sizes·inthe'fine- and ·coarse;.;textured layers, respectively; 
,The. ttiickn~ss of th~ 'saturated'layer Will generally be quite small arid ·water; now.through fine
textured' layers is. pre'dominaritly unsaturated now .. 

The theory of w~t~r -rlow thr~ugh ho~ogen~~~s. snow(C6ib~ck ·1~i72) can· be used to' descrtb~ 
urisatutated now through' each layer where ttie thickness· of the saturated -layer. is 'negligible. · The 
speed oi"pr·opagad.on (dz/dt) of: a :vaTue of effective water saturation S* 'is· 1 • -

dz = 3ak¢-1 s*2. 
dt · e 

(3) 

Shimizu (1970) found that permeability k varies as -the square of grain size d and exponentially with 
dens:lty~ ' ·c · · · •• ' - · · ' · · · 

:; " 

and dz/dt should vary adcordingly .. The paths' of propagation of two values of S* starting atl200h 
and 1600h a're shown in- Figure 1. The speed of propagation d z/ dt decreases significantly. in fine
grained ·or high-density layers as shown in this example·::, The value of s-* originating at 1200h is 
·larger ih m'agnitude than the corresponding·vaiue at 1600h ·and will propagate more-rapidly, thus 
causing· distortion o(the trailing edge of the meltwater wave (Le. the time difference between two 
values· of S* increases· ·with depth). This distortion ts greatly intensified by the fine-textured layer 
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which, in this example, is equivalent to a layer with the. same d'ensity ;as.tne·: surrounding, snow;,, 
but with one-half the grain size .. Muph greater differences in texture generally occur within snow-
pack~. thus much gre.ater dist<:)rtions of th.e -~eltwater w~ves should. also ~dcur·. · · .· i • 

~: ,· ••. ~ ·--~:· . ·~ i. ~ J.~~. 

: Th~ effect qfa layer of-reduced permeability, ~s similar~to that of e;r-.diffuser whici:I-,d~creases 
the.:' effecti~e · perme abil~ty'' .of the entire- snowp~c~¥ or- increases. the·- ·,·":~tf~q-~}v-~ _p~th Iengtti ·~.along 
which:. the. val~es of S* proP.a?ate .. :. Fo~ a la~er j- wit~- known. ~alues~ of. permeabirlty,kf and effective 
porOSity rPJ.' the speed Of pro.pagatro~ qf S~ lS . . . 

. ,-_·" ~ 3ak-.cfi.. S . .. : ~/dzl'' •. -.:i :i:2 .. 
dt. j. ..' J - . - ' . . . 

. - ) - . 

~he time required. for S*. to propagate acr~s~. a t~yer 6"f: thickness H. is 
. - . - - . . .· . . ' .. .' . . . . - ; ~ ·- . 1 . 

. H..¢. 
t ·, =c~ __!____! (3aS~ 2):- 1 . . }. ·- k.' .. ' -

. 1 . ·--. 

'The time required for· the propagation of ·s* acr~l?·S- n~ lay_~rs of' th~ -snowpack. is· .. :' 
• ., • • ,- - . • •• 't"- - .. _ ~- .., ~ ' . - • ~ - • -~ 

where 

- . . -!l Hiif>k 
H¢/k = _l-- -. -. 

J=l' k . 
. - 1 

.. 

:; . (,5) 

(8) 

The transit time of S;tc~to any depth· in an unsaturat~d._layered snowpack can_ be calculated~ d-irectly 
from eq. 7 witho:ut resorting to ste(!'-by-step calculatfons of: its propagatipn through~ each layer·. 
Therefore,. the constr:uction.of the. tra-iling edge.of a meltwater. wave is ~traightforward if each value 
of S* propagates without. inters~eting another value; Wh~n this happens, such a~r at t~~ leading edge 
0{ a meltw~t_er-.wave,_ a shock (i:o-pt fs .f

1
ormed anq ~q. 7 is no Iong.er applic~ble. 

There· are two methods by which the leading edge of ·the· wave can oe constructed-; both invoke .. I . . . . . : . 

the. principle of continuity. Using the derivation of the shock-front speed given by Sheldon and 
Cardwell (1959) and the flux-concentration relationship found by Colbeck and Davidson (in press}, 
the speed of propagation: of the ·-shock ~ront is 

. : . f. . 

(d~/dt)j = (ak1/¢ixs! + s+ S_!; s:_}. (9) 

. The large and smaU ·values of S* which join .to form the. shock (S+ and S_) can be calculated 
from eq 7 ... The positionof the shock e;1;t. any tim~ can: be carculated Jro~ eq 9 by recqnstructing 
the. entire history of the shock, i·.e. byistarting at the surface and iterating to the desired depth. 

. . . 
. . There is a more direct method of constructing the shock front at any depth. after the position 

of each value of S* which left the surface has been located .at that depth. ·The votume of water 
·leavi-ng the surface must pass through,each succeeding depth; thus the area u~der the wave. ofHux 
(or S*) versus time is invariant with_depth: ·The. shock front must arrive .at the. time~ necessary to. 
maintain material balanGe.and, by trial and error, the correct position of the shock front at any depth 
can be found on the graph of S~. versus time. This. method is readily adaptable to diurnal waves of 
meltwater and was used in the study of these waves passing through .the Seward Glacier firn 
(Colbeck 1972). 
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Water flow :past ·senltperme·able -layers 

.· in'the context udea''here, ·se~ipermeal:>,le layers -h~ve '~it her sn~ali, water-s~t~a;ed ·p9r~-~ ·~Qdt.or 
distinct drains separated by' a·targe distance compare-d to the thtc,kne.ss oft,he--iaye.r.: B~for,e.in~ : 
tenstnirelting .and infiltration ·begin~· :rlow t<'r'dr.ains ~is predominantly .two"!di.mensional. ··nur:irig heavy 

· melting~ ·however·, r.apid disintegration .of the ia,Y:~rs occurs (Gerdell£i54); ~suggesting a transit-fon to 
a vert:i'ca1 mode of now or a'combihation of botp Nerttcai· and horizontal flow. :'These 'modes·are. 
examined separately and··then collectively in the next three .sections.:··· 

The :most common =method of 'formation of ice 'layers. is thought to .be the free zing_ co~ percolating 
water :rather~than~a sur-face 'Phenomenon. In particular, ·!n:buried layers offip.e.:.textured lsnow. ·water 
percolating -from ~ttie. ·surface is ~etained .by. the :smaH :pores .. If refreezing obc urs,.;these, layers of 
fine texture become .layers of semipermeable or impermeable ice.· ·.Therefore, -it. is~ expected that . 
layers of wind crust and other .stratigraphic (nscont'inuities. are'' preferred location~· for the'•:formation 
of ice layers. 

A substantial amount of work has been ~done on multil~yered and tw~-dimensional flo~ in both 
·soH _pnysics and petroleum engineering and this previous work ls cautious~y applied-to snow. Snow 
grains grow .rapidly when saturateci with water (Wakahama 1968), hence, ih a water-saturated layer 
above an impermeable 'ice ~band, :.ttie grain s.ize and •p'ermeabihtytricr~ase 'stgnifibantly, =causing an 
incr~ased tendenGY for lateral flow . 

.Water flow ,to-drains. In this section an -impermeable boundary with. d~ains at regular inte'rvals 
is examined. For non steady flow over a horizontal ~boundary, eq !.reduces to 

-ak !!_ =(h -ah) + ¢ ah = ~1. ax .. ax .• at (10) 

Langham'.s (unpubli-shed) use oLthe parabolic solution ~has been.·di§_cussed. · Wh~m no accretiqn 
·:occurs, :Boussines·q (as quoted by·:Po1ubai'inova-Kochirta 1962~, p. 515) solvecLeq .10 by ·separati~n 
of.varhtbles~ .finding a1.1 elliptical profile of height·w~ich is -tiine._dependenL · .For"fhe elliptical , 
profile the flow· o(water throu'gh the satur.ated layer -increases)illearly ,with distance as requirea· by 
continuity and all of the .. boundary conditions are physically~c6n~:istent'. Nev~r:theless, Boussinesq's 
elliptic profile is only 'an ·approximate solution-in·the· cas·e of'.firtite· =accretion. The' elliptic :profile 

. ' 

where the maximum value of thickness h0 varies with time and L ·is fixed by the :geometry of the ice 
layer is shown in -Figure 2. The· flux of water .along the ·boundary is·· · · 

The. maximum thickness of the water-saturated :layer Tor quasi-steady c~iiditions is 
·~ ; . ' 

. ~-·1-
·ho·""_.·· .. · ... - L .. ak · 

.. The volume of water impounded per 'unit width :of ice.layer is ··. 

(12) 

:(13) 

(14) 
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Snow Surface 

Accretion 
• •• J • ,,. 

',/._· : 

: . ~ 

o~,: by eq8, 
• l ; 

.' + : ' .. 

''Figlire;·2. Two-dtmen:stonal 'view of water flow'·to:a dri!in. ;Only··:' 

the 'accretion. from~ abpve -~nd the disc~arge through the drains are· 
shown.· 

,,.,. 

V=0.5rrp - L . . $)' '2· 
· · · ak 

(15) 

The maximum volume of water S delayed by this ponding action is' the ·difference between: the maxi
.. mum and minimum values of V or, for any 24-hom cycl.e, 

• • > •• • • • • • • • , : • ' ; -~ • 

S =-= 0.5rr¢L
2 

(/112 _ r1(2) 
- max mm 

vak 
.(16) 

where lrpax and lmin are the maximum and- minimum v~Iues of accretion respectively.' T~erefore ~he 
volume 'of water .. delayed by'an ice layer decreases with depth because the difference between' I rr;ax 

and I ·. ·steadily decreases with;·depth. ·Also, where··several ice layers occur, the effect of each . mm.. ·· . · 
... -sub~e·quent layer is l~ss. important tlJan the effect. of Jhe preceding_ l~yer b~Ga.use,tne waveform is 

~ diffused by ~ach layer. :. . . . ·· ·· · · . . . . . :· - .. ·· ·· · ·. · 

Consid~r s~-ow ~fth a dens:it; -of350 .. kg-:m~3 ~~d a grain :.si~e of 1-~m as an 'exampl_e. ·The· 
permeability is calculated from eq.4 whence-(d, k and fare ·given in~units of millim~ters and seconds): 

S c..:: 0 186 L 2 (11-'2 -1 1 ~ 2 ) · max mm · (l7) 

. . .. · . ·. . ·:.·.· . . ,, ' . 1' . . .·. . ,· . . ' 
Using the values of I (0.00142 and _0.00014 mm s- ) measured in:.homogeneous snow at a depth pf 
2.05 m on a day of fair-weather melting (Colbeck and Davidson in press), · 

S '·7 0.0048 L2 (18) 

where the total volume of water flowing thfoug'h the area of' length 2L and unit width was 
0.104 L m3 d-- 1. The dye-tracing evidence discussed above suggests that spacings of less than 
0.1 m occur in a "ripe" snowpack. With this spacing about 0.2% of the tota.l volume of now is de
layed by the ice .layer, an insignificant amount. At a spacing of 1 m, about 2% ·or the water is de
layed, and at 10 m, 25% of the water. is delayed. At the 1:-m spacings, drainage of the stored water 
would take about 4800 seconds (1.33 ho.urs). The. deiay i~ runoff for.thewider' spadngs''fssignir
icant in terms of the transit time of water flowing through a 2- or 3-m snowpack .. ·In addition to 
causing the daily waves to diffuse, ice layers with wider spacings would ave'rage' tl{e flow between 
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succes~ive days and- could. even store. a. signifi~ant a~ount of meltwater early in- the season for 
re~ease later; However, these ~ffects are l.imit~d to-_the start of the melting season since the 
presence of a saturated layer results in the· disintegration of the impermeable boundary' thus formo 
ing new flow paths. 

In view of the deterioration of tee layer:s in the presence of a saturated .layer' of water', a. more 
general solution of eq 10 is not necessary.-' The predictio,ris of this model become less accurate as 
the number of drains through the ice layers increases because of the interactions between the dtains. 
At the close spacings corpmonly observed~ it is· probably better to attribute a finite permeability to 
the ice layers and apply Darcy's la~·for flow throng~ saturated media .. In t.he next s:ection ice layers 
ate treated as water:.saturated layers,· and in the following section a combination of the flow through 
and around these layers is considered.· . 

. Saturated flow· through semi.p~rmeable .layers ... For saturated flow it. is assumed .that th~· semi a 
' . . . . . . . . . ~ ' - . ' ' . ' . ' . . . . ' ·. . . . . . . ' 

permeable layer is saturated. all. of th.e,·time; and, tbat flow only o,~curs when a finite. thickness of 
ponded water exists above it. Assuming the surrounding snow has pore sizes up to 2 mm, the size 
of the largest pore R in the semipermeable layer is given-by . 

.. • . • : . . . ~ • . ~ . ·. • ' . . r , , . : : 

15.'4 
R .S 7.7 + hi, 

•! .. 

(19)· 

where ·hi" the· -thickness of the serriiperineable'layer, is assumed to be greater than·· or eqiml to the 
thickness of the ·layer of ponded· water h: · For· a 'layer' 20· mm thick.·· 

. R .s 0.56 mm. "' 

'If larger. pores occur at .some interval the· flow would be two~dimensional. : 

·Under saturate.d condition-s of flow when ~ >. O:the app;:opriat~ form of Dar9y''s l~w- i.s (Arpyx 'and 
others 1960, p. 7~) 

:_ . (' h . ) 
· · wi == aki : ~ + 1 

. 1 . -

'·.=. (20) 

where \Vj_Isthe voi,ume' flux 'through the semiperJrie~ble'l~ye'r .. When nop'onding_ occurs, IW fipW. 
oc.cur~:. For.a rate of accretion I above the layer, continuity requires that · 

l . ' . ~ . ' •. • • • ' ; . . ; ' 

· ..... · : ,•;.··· 
(21) 

where ¢ 'is the porosity· of the snow· overlying the ·semipermeable layer. ' · 
s . . .. .. . 

:.For ~ne:-dimepsional now .t.he tl:lickne.ss .. ofth~ tayer ~f ponded water is described by 
' • ' • • • : - : • • • • . • ~ t l . . . • ' . ; . . . . :. • ; ' . . . . . . . :: 

(22) 

. where, fm the overlying layer of snow, I can be computed from the theory of ~avity dr.ainage. 
Equation 22 can then be solved for any particular situation when I is specified as a function of time. 
To illustrate the generalprinciples involved, the steady-state solution for various combinations o[ 

. the parameters is shown in Figure 3. For any given ice layer, k i and 'h ~ are specified, and for any 
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Figure 3. 1soUnes of stead_y-state 1low _through a semipermeable -layer. If h is less than :the 
'required value then,dh!dt > "0~· ifh 'is greater-t-han the val-ue dh!dt < 0. -

given rate of accretion 1. is specified. Ifthe tbickn~e~~, of the layer of impounded ~ater -is less than 
the -value required for steady flow h ;must -be -increasing and if the thiCkness is greater than the 
value "required for steady flow h must be decreasing. 

Values of permeability -for homogeneous snow 'generally exceed 10:_,_~ mm2 and v~lues of-water 
flow are generally less _than 2 x 10-3 mm s-1 . From :Figure ,3 it :is obvious ~hat ponding -would not 
occurin_csno:wpacks undergoing drainage of ,~peltwater waves un1ess th~ semipermeable lay~rs have 
values of pe~meability of less ,than 5 x t(.r_:7 ~m2 ~ or about 0.5% of the ~inimum -permeability ,of -
snow. During periods of ,heavy melting, values of water ·now measured in glacial firn (Sharp 1951) 
and homogeneous snow (Colbeck and Davidson in press) are generally -between 0.7 x 10-4 mm s-1 

and' 2.10-3 mm -s-1 . -From tbis :normal range of values, shown in 'Figure 3, it is ap-parent that when 
k- ~ 6 x to-'9 mm2 , a layer -of impounded water -will exist throughout ·n_ormal_periods of melting. 
While this value of permeability is le-ss than -10-4 times--that -of snow. it !s.not-as low as values 
-frequ~ntly -encountered in flow of ,petroleum through_-~andstone rese~voirs l~l!-s_kat 1946, p. 103). 
Kur01wa (pers. comm.~) measured values of permeability -of about 10 6 mm mIce on the surface of 
a temper-ate glacier. -If t-his value of permeability is -characteristic of ice in equilibrium w-ith water, 
no ponding could occur except at ·unusua~ly high flow rates where [(h!h.i) + ll is large. -

Early in the mel~ .season values of ~k1 3:re l<?W and _two-d,imensional flow :occurs. <As the ice 
layers deteriorate and ·k. increases, the -rhode of flow shotild change to mor-e seepage through the 

-1 . ' ' ' ' ' -.: ' " ' ' ' -_ 
ic-e layers and less flow along .them. The permeability of to-8-mm~ is the ·division between the one-
dimensional and two-dimensional f-low re¥imes for pe~iods of heavy runoff: 

' ' -

Two-dimensional flow. Semipermeai?le layers ~re ;kn~wn to be d-iscontinuous but no -definitive 
studies of their areal extent ·have been n1ade. ·Their characteristic length probably varies according 

, :· ; - , . I ' . -- ,- , -- . , . , 

to the ··conditions. of their -forniatlon and .~ecreases as the ·melt. season progresses. The thiCkness, . 
length and per'meability of these layer.s ml)st be -,known :be'fore a detailed study ·of the -dominant mode 
of flow past them can be made: ·Nevertheless, a general treatrrient of the problem ·J.s- given and some 
limiting "conclusions are drawn. ·• · · - · < 

Darcy's :law describes the horizontal tlow of the impounded water above the _ice ·layer~ 

dh 
-U = -ak ' . s ax·'. 

and the. flow through. the ice layer, 

{23) 



.~ 
k{' '' 

Figur~ 4°. lsolines or flow that is equally divided between trow arounu an ice layer and seepage 
thrQugh the ice layer.. 

(29') . 

Assuming that the elhpHc profile· isc a good apptoxima:tion, _the total discharge~(9LJ·'through each . 
dtairi -is :given by ' · · ·. · · · · · · · · 

qL .=·'. 2ak h2L_:_J 
. 's 0 

The tot£d flo.w through tfie ice layer. between the dr:ains i.s ·. 

'' 

. . . w -=· 2L~k. .. ·(r-rrh_.<l ~ 1)· 
... '' l . 4h'.· .•. · 

. . ·. .1 

. and. the.ratio-.ofthe two modes of tlow .is . ..: 

{26) 

The .ratio .or the verU~al to the horizontal now. varies as. the. ratio of the per~eabnities in the 
~ce (ki) and o~~rlyifig S~QW (k~}. :as th~ square ofthe}afloof t~e .len_gth of,the ~-c~-~ la,y~r (2L J.to .. ~t~ 
thf~kness (~i), and as a ~1;1nction of the_ ratio of the thicKness .ofthe ic~}ay~r (fli) fothe;maxim:t:tm 
thickness of the layer o( salurate<f water (h

0
). Only h /ir0 varies rapid~y with time;. h~nce for. fillY. 

given geometry and permeability only h
0 

must be specified in order to characterize the dominant 
mode of the now.. ; · · ·, ··' · · .. · · 

. Figure 4 shows, f?ranygiv·enk
8
/ki and 2L!hi' the values ofh/ho for wh:ichthe flow of water 

is divided evenly between horizontal now to drains and dil'ect seepage through the 'ice layer. If the 
thickness of the ponded water h 0 'is greater than that required for equilibrium, then the dominant 
mode of flow is two-dimensional in character, i.e. both horizontal and v~rti~al flowincr~ase _with h

0 
but the horizontal component increases more rapidly. If either- mode of now is- dominant, the flow 

· can b~_ treated by the appropriate method discussed in the previous sections. 
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Accretion + . 

Figure's. · Two-dimensional vi~w :qfwaterllow past a sloping ice 
1 ayer. Only .the accretion from above and the discharge. through 

the drains are shown. 

Some -limiting conditions on the mode of t'low through snowpacks can be determined by noting 
that large values of h0Jhi have not been observed 1n "-ripe" snowpacks. Thus,.if lateral now through 
a saturated layer is significant, 'k/k

8 
must be small and/or 2L/hi must be small.· When the spacings 

between the drains are large, the ice layer must be essentially imperme~ble or lateral flow negligible .. 
When k

8
1ki is not sufficiently large, the flow occurs by direct seepage througn.the ice layer.· For 

most cases, it is likely that 

' {27) 

Then for a large ice layer where 

2L!h i = 103 (28) 
' ~ . r 

one-dimensional flow will dominate if k 
8
/ki is less than 105 and two-dimensional flow will dominate 

if k
8
/ki is greater than 107 . For norma-l values of k

8 
in water-saturated Bnow, it is· ~ppar.ent that two

dimensional flow over large ice layers will occur only if ki .is less than 5 x 10~~ 1 mm2
. This value 

is significantly less than that measured by Kuroiwa (pers. comm.) on ice and is about equal to the 
permeability of a fine-grained shale. For ice layers of intermediate t?ize~·~he~e . , 

2L!hi = 50 (29) 

one-dimensional flow will dominate unless (k 
8
/k i) is; greater than 104 • ·. Assuming normal: values of 

k for water-saturated snow, k
1
. must be less than 5 x 10~-s mm2 ·. This value is also less than s . 

Kuroiwa's value for tpe permeability of temperate:-glacier ice. Although this discussion is tentative 
since th~ permeabiljty of .an ice l~yer has never been:measmed,:_it does' suggest that ~ater can flow 
directly through ice; layers·. during periods .of lleavy melting and that, ·for. the purpo:se of constructing 
a model of runoff from snow' it may be sufficient to, constrtlct 'a model of one-dimensional flow ... 

·. . . . :; . . . -' . ' . . . 

·Sloping-ice layers. The flow of water 'Over a sloping layer is depi'cted in Figure· 5~ Flow directly 
through the layer and along the surface in two directions is possible although flow downsiope will 
occur more readily. The equation describing the thickness of the water layer can be easily formulated 
in terms of the sloping coordinates, however (;1 solution .would be difficult to obtain even,'for'the 
simplest case. · Th~refore, theOow wiil be characterized in terms of measurable parameters· .. · 

' ~ ~ - • ' ' - . : ' ' • ; . I '. . . ' . • 

The Dare ian flow per unit· area along the layer is 

u = ._ak cos () - - sin () 
( 

ah·. · ... ·) 
s ax (30) 
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. ' ' '. 

~nd. the: vertical fl<?w thrpu~l~ the layer (for h ~ 0) is 

' (31) 

When cos·e (dh/:CJx);..... s-iil 0 assumes positive. and negative· values at the.uphiU·and downhill end~.of 
the layer respectively, flow occurs to both uphill· and downhill drains When 0 is large, k{is large 
or the accretion is smalL then dilly downslope and direct infiltration are likely Inasmuch as this 
mode of t1ow should dominate fm any significant slope. this case is considered he~e: . For signifi ~ 
cantly large values of 0 it is assumed that 

(Jh' 
cos 0 << s.in 0 · .... 

/-Jx 

·With this app'roximation _. the ratio of the l0tal flow through the 'layer to the flow· c.iJong the layer at 
each point' is 

ki 2L .. (hi \ 1) cot 0. 
k h. . h . 

s 1 . . • 

I~ no:w o~er sloping iay'ers, ·the ratios of the length. to ~he thickness, arid of fhe thiqkness of the 
ice layer: t9 that of the water layer areless significant th~n for: a flat layer·~ . t'~r slopi'ng layers, the 
relative,importance of now to the drains is not as dependent: upon the thickness of tilt:' wat~r layer 
The functional dependence ·~n 0 is 'most iinporta~t at small angles since cot 0 decreases very i·apidly 

.. up to angles of ,10"; to .2on. At 3: slop~ of H)n and int~rmediate values ~f ~he other pat.'an{eters .· the 
flow along. the ice layer is an order of magnitude grea.ter than for a flat layei·. When the slope 
·increase~ t'rom 10° to 4Gc;. the no\V along thelaye·r in~reas~s hy only i1 factor of5.7 .. 1'tu~ref~r·e. a 
small shift from the horizontal causes the largest incr~ase in ·the flow along th~ l~yei·. ' 

· ' Discussion. 

The,'ex'arniriation of the ,effects of' stnit1gt:aphic features Oh the 'now'of water has provided .'a'~ 
better understandi~g ·of the movement of watei·' thr'ough sdowpacks.' The. exi.stence of these feattires 
has been doQ'ume~ted by' mauy ~u'rkers htlt tneas'ur~merits of their permeability. thickness and areal 
extent are f~cking. ·Large variations in 't.he properties of ~hese layers are known; to occur in ti~1e ~nd 
s·p~c·e·;: iien:9e a general tr~atrrie.nt or VJat~r now 'ts -n~c.essary .. The effects ~r stra,tigtapbic horizons on 
the 'now of water. an{ not completely ldet~tified butrather (il'e def;i~e1' ii~terms ~f the probable valu.es 
of the pertinent parameters. · 

The now of water through unsaturated layers is described in terms of the theory of gravity 
drainage through pqrous meqia_ . The propagation of values of volume flux (or. effective-water satura~ 
tion) through a sriowpack ca~ be predicted for an. unsatu~·ated snowpack of ·~riy l~yered composition 
The propagation of a known waveform throughout the snowpa<..:k can be ·predict.ed by constructing as 
many. Of the chara'cterishcs as necessary (by assumingthat no shock front O~CUI'S) -and then using the 
conservation of mass to locate the position of the shock front. This techhiqu~ assigns effective 
parameters fo the sno'Wpack as a'whole ·and, when unsaturated flow occurs. gives acctiratl~ predietions 
of the movement of water using the simple concepts of one-dimensi~nal flow.· · 

When a layer of reduced permeability exists and the accumulation ,of water above that layer 

produces a ··perched water t~ble. · · lateral nov.: al?n.g .the layer .is likely, since large pores or open 
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drains are usually present. In this case, t1ow at the local scale must be considered two-dimensional 
and the usefulness of the one-dimensional theory is reduced. ·This situatio~ ·does n~t preciude the 
use of the one-dimensional theory on a scale ;which is large compared to the areal extent of the ice 
layer.; howev~r. and rtluch work on'the prbblem df'predicting water moverrieQt in stratified snowpacks 
remains. ·On the local scale, the relative importance of water flow through·'and around ice layers is 
·examined by adopting Boussine·s.q's'eUiptical solution for water ·flow to ·drains. ·While this is only 
·an approxi~ate solution, it provides a basis forLeva1uating the effects .of the thiCkness, length and 

. ~ .. - . . . 
permeability of an .ice layer on the d'istor~-ion of the flow field. In pa:rticular it is shown that the 
storage ·of water above an iniperin,eable iay~r is significant when dist_i~ct drains occur at spacings 

of 1.0 ·m or greater. 

In view of the rapid deterioration of ice layers during intense· melting, the treatment -of these 
layers a~ porous media is reasonable~ ·At low .per;meabilities where pores.are small •. only saturated 
flow through the layers occurs. From the analysis given here-it is $hown that .ponding of water 
above semipermeable layers in snow does not occur unless the permeability of the layers is less than 
5 x ·to-·7 mm2 or about 0.5% of that for snow~· Also, when the permeability of the layer is less than 
6 x 10·-9 mm~, continuous storage of. water should occur·during periods ·of intense runoff. This value 
of permeability .is quite ·small compared to that for either snow or ice ·on the sur'! ace of a temperate 
glacier, 

Although :direct ·infiltration and lateral· flow both incr-Base with· the thickne·ss of the water layer, 
the relative impOrtance. of the .lateral mode of~ti~w increas·es with the thickness of the water layer. 
As a ·general rule durtng periods of heavy runoff, the flow is predominantly vertical when the 
,permeability of ·the :Jc·e layer ki -·exc~eds 10-8 mm. As the ratio ·of length to thi~kness increases, the 
critical value of k.i decreases. ·For example, when the layer is lO m long but only 10 mm thick, the 
critical value :of ki is about ·5 x 10- 11 mm .. The tendency for lateral flow to occur increases rapidly 
if the layer is tilted and the significance of the other parameters for ·a tilted layer is greatly reduced. 
For typical v~lues of these parameters, the.ratio ·of flow along the Jayer to flow through the layer 
increases by an order of magni.tude when ih~:-angle of slope increases from 0° to 10°. ·The effect of 
increasing the slope f~rther is l~ss. pronounced. 

The theoretical work presented here prevides -a -basis for ,pred_icting the unsaturated flow of water 
through layered -snow and for understanding the effect of ,semipermeable layers on the character of the 
flow. 'rhe problems 'Of predicting -the time dependent -movem(mt' of meltwater waves ar.ound ice layers 
and through vertica.l draimi.ge channels have··not b'eeli discussed~ While .the themetical analysis of 
these problems is .possible, solution of 'th~ ~esulting equations ·would b·e difficult. At best the 
solutions ·would be academic 'exercises ·until more descriptive ~xperimental 'work has been ·completed. 
Much further knowledge -of .the permeability, thickness and areal extent' ofthese layers is needed. · 
~Further, a description ofthe metamorphism of these features must be'made'before·a satisfactory 
understanding of their effects can be ac;hleved. 
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